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Flow Visualization Studies in the Novacor Left Ventricular
Assist System

Harvey S. Borovetz’, Frank ShaffeP, Richard Schaub*,
Laura Lundl and John Woodard3

Abstract

This paper discusses a series of experiments to visualize and
measure flow fields in the Novacor left ventricular assist system (LVAS).
The experiments utilize a multiple exposure, optical imaging technique
called fluorescent image tracking veloametry (FITV) to hack the motion
of small, neutrally-buoyant particles in a fIowing fluid.

Introduction

Since 1988, the Novacor LVAS (Portner et al, 1989) has sustained 27
cardiac transplant candidates at the University of Pittsburgh Presbyterian
Hospital. Particularly impressive is the fact that of the patients who
received a donor heart (18/27), all were discharged home well (Korrnos et
al, 1991). Nonetheless complex problems remain to be solved if the
Novacor LVAS and other implantable blood pumps are to achieve
widespread clinical use (Didisheim et al, 1989).

The motivation for this work is to further understand the dynamics
of blood flow in the Novacor LVAS. In this project we use state-of-the art
flow diagnostic tools to analyze flow fields around the pericardial valves
of the Novacor LVAS.

*Department of Surgery, Universi~ of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA 15261
2U.S. Department of Energy, P.O. Box 10940, Pittsburgh, PA 15236
3Novacor Division, Baxter Healthcare Corp, 7799 Pardee Lane, Oakland CA
94261
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FITV Methodolo~

Fiuid dynamic measurements are done with a technique called
fluorescent image tracking velocimetry (FITV). HIV enables
measurements to be made very close to biomaterial surfaces. Here a fluid
is seeded with particles that follow the fluid flow - that is,
neutrally-buoyant particles with low Stokes numbers and sizes much
smaller than the length scales of the flow. A pulsed laser illuminates the
seeded flow field at controlled intervals. The displacement of particles
between laser pulses produces a veloaty vector map of flow fielcL From
this, other important parameters, such as shear stress and particle residence
time, can be directly calculated.

FITV involves seeding the fluid with particles which fluoresce when
excited with light of an appropriate wavelength. An important property
of the fluorescent dye is its Stokes shift - the difference in excitation and
emission wavelengths. Thus, the light from the seeded particles consists
of both scattered light at the exatation wavelength,&, and fluoresced light
at a different wavelength (mean fluorescent emission, &). Adjacent to
solid boundaries in the Novacor LVAS, the light scattered by the flow
boundary is at the same wavelength, & as the exatation light. Almost
always, the intensity of the light scattering by the solid boundary is much
stronger than that from the seeded particles. The result is a low signal-to-
noise (S/N) ratio for particles near the flow boundary.

The S/N ratio is increased dramatically by placing an excitation
filter in front of the imaging camera. The exatation filter occludes the light
scattered by the flow boundary at & - the camera sees only the
fluorescent light emitted by particles at &. This approach has provided
excellent S/N ratios of particles adjacent to the pericardial valves in the
Novacor LVAS.

Cardiac Simulation Flow LooP

For this study it is essential to acquire the FH’V data under realistic
patient hemodynamic conditions. To this end, a cardiac simulation system
is interfaced with the Novacor LVAS as shown in Figure 1. This allows
simulation of the flow conditions (pump stroke volumes, frequenaes, rate
of filling and pump outputs) monitored in Novacor LVAS patients at the
University of Pittsburgh.

A Novacor LVAS was manufactured from transparent materials to
provide optical access for FITV. A transparent blood analog fluid is also
used (42% by wt. aqueous spectrophotometric-grade glycerin). The blood
analog fluid is seeded with “red” fluorescent particles manufactured by
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Duke Scientific Corporation (Duke Scientific Corporation, Palo Alto,
The particles are neutrally buoyant and their size is 30 * 2 microns.
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1. Cardiac simulation flow loop

The flow conditions for FITV measurements simulate the full range
of clinical conditions observed for cardiac transplant candidates at the
University of Pittsburgh pump rates extend between 60 to 120
beats/minute with fill volumes ranging from 25 to 60 cc.

Figures 2 displays a typical FITV image acquired at a pulse
frequency of 222 Hz. This image corresponds to the time in the pump
cycle when the valve leaflets are stationary and the particle velocities
adjacent to the pericardial valve are low. During the opening and closing
phases of the valve leaflets, the veloaties are elevated, suggesting an
important contribution of the leaflet motion to “valve washing” and
avoidance of areas of stasis.

By providing high resolution, quality images of the flow fields
adjacent to the pump inflow and outflow valves (F@re 2), the present
series of experiments yields new insight regarding Novacor LVAS fluid
mechanics under realistic (clinical) conditions. For example, we have
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documented the marked variation of the flow fieIds adjacent to the
pericardial valve as a function of time (systole, diastole, etc) during the
LVAS pumping cycle. Preliminary quantitative analyses of these images,
which were obtained for an LVAS pumping rate of 100 beats/minute,
indicate that the flow speed near the valve surface can vary by a factor of
50 during the LVAS pump cycle. Other images (not shown) demonstrate
conclusively that both the volume rate of pump filling (dV/dt) and LVAS
stroke volume profoundly influence the flow fields around the inflow and
outflow valves. Our ongoing FITV studies are aimed at further exploring
these and other hemodynarnic variables which maybe relevant to the
clinical management of Novacor LVAS reapients.

.

Figure 2. FITV derived flow pattern in the Novacor LVAS.
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CIRCULATORY ASSIST/NEW DESIG\S

Development of an Axial Flow Blood Pump LVAS

KENNETH C. BUTLER,” TIM R. MAHER.- HARVEY 5. BoRovE_rz. t ROBERT L. kORiMOS, t jAMES F. ~NT.w. T

MARINA KAMENEVA,T BARTLEY P. GRIFFITH, t TONY ZERBE,t +W FRANK D. SCHAFFER*

Nimbus, Inc., (Rancho Cordova, CA) and the University oi
Pittsburgh (Pittsburgh, PA) are collaborating to develop an
implantable rotary blood pump that can be used as a Ieit
ventricular assist system (LVAS). The short-term goai of this
project is to show that an LVAS based on this pump can
operate safeiy and reiiabiy during chronic implantations in
animals. Work conducted to date includes in vitro testing of
hydrauiic performance, hemolysis, endurance demonstra-
tion, and flow visualization. Resuits indicate that the pump
is capable of generating an output of up to 10 L/rein at
physiologic pressures. Associated electrical power to drive
these pumps is in the range of 6-10 watts. One integrated
pump was piaced in a mock iiow loop and operated continu-
ously at a fixed speed (10,000 rpm), pressure (100 mmHg),
and flow rate (6 L/rein) for 90 davs with no apparent diffi-
culty. In vitro hemoiysis test results have consistently
ranged between 3-6 g of iiberated hemogiobin/dav, which
is an acceptable range for chronic use. Two in vivo trials oi 7
and 14 days were periormed using caives, aiter which tests
have been done using sheep as the animai modei. Five
short-term sheep experiments have been conducted with
good resuits. Future studies wiil inciude implantations in
sheep of 3 months duration. ASAIO journal 1992;38:
M296-M300.

Pracucai considerations oi rnechamcai c,rculatorv support

s~$tems that orwr the potential ior chrome treatment or end-
Stage heart disease raise Issues that extend bevond merelv

developmq wre and eiiectwe devices. Three issues m partic-

ular are relevant to the etfect or artlticlal heart technolo~v on

this natlon”s heaith care svstem:: 1I concern about the cost

etwrmeness or a mechamcai circuiator~ support S1stem
I,\\ CSSI, th~t Is, assurlnq that the Jqzrtwate Increases In

heaith care cost wIil be otist’t in lmpro; ea patient out-

From “\lmbus. Inc.. R.m( no C,)raova. Cdimrnm [he ‘L m~ersi[~
,11 Plrt5t)urgh, Plrtshurgh, Penn\ \i\Jnl J, .md :L >. Department or
Erwwv, Pmsburcn Enerw .md ~e( hnohwr Cenrer. P:rtsbureh.
?wmwl~cmla.

Reprint requests: Kennelh C. Butler. kmrm :nc.. 2W5 tGlwre
Qri IL]ncn(j [:ordova, C,+ 9507d.

comes: ~} ~on~ern that \ICSSs wIil be used apDroorlatei\

~nd 3Jconcern relatwe m accessibliitv to .MCSSS,:or e\am-

pie, assuring that there wIil be equnable patient Jccess to

‘these liie-sai in? theraptes.

When these issues are transited to .\\CSS >~$iem wa-
iur~s. it IS apparent that several essential desw reautre-

ments must be met.

First, an ,\ICSS must possess the necessarv Iiow perfor-

mance. phvswlo~lc compatlbilitv. durabdit~. ~na :eilamhtv

Jttnbutes currentlv expected af a chrome de\ Ice. Second.
\tcSSS Shouid be as smail and simple as possible. becomoar-

~ili~lv easv to impiant and aperate, and be anatomlcaih

compatible with the bodv habitus or’ both men and women
FInaliv. the cost of an ,\tCSS should not be a barrier either m
Its development as a commercial product or to Its c:mlcd

urliizat[on bv the med[cai communitv.
\lmkrus and Its development partner, the Unwersm 01

?msburqh’s 5chooi or’Medicine (UOP), believe that meettne

:hese cnterla wiii require new devices in addition to ewsung

iechrtt)logy. Furthermore, the inherent smail size Jna

srralqhtiorward mechanical design associated with continu-

ous iiow pumps make these devices partlcuiariv attractive as

wture .\lCSSs. Conseqfientiv, Nimbus and the Unwerslt\

hake embarked on a Ioint venture to deveiop an implantable

!elt ventricular assist svstem (LVAS) that uses an axtai rlow

rotarv pump to generate cardiac output.

\lmbus created the iirst miniature axiai flow blood pump

!or the Hemopump. a 21 Fr. temporarv LVAS that has unaer-

~one substantial clinical use in bath the United States and

Europe.:”’ +iter de~eiopmg the Hemapump. Nimbus began

~n~estlgatmg a scaied-up version oi the axtal iiow concept

:or chrome ~entncular Support.s.b The resuits of thts m\esrl-

;Jtion rorm the ioundatlon ror the project discussed below.

Methods

Lwi F!rnv l\’.-M Descrlptlon

The prototvpe ior a chromcallv impianted axial flow L\ s.5,

designated the AX- LVAS. IS comprised or three malor we-

,ments: I I the Integrated pump/motor. 2) an mrlow ana out-

riow cannulae set. and 3) the external controller ana Gow w

.
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\klAL FLOW LkAS DEVH.OP.MENT IM297

Figure 1. Implantable axial flow blooa pumo.

PERCUIA?EOt.f2
CABLE

Figure 2. Axial flow left ventricular assist system anatonvc Place-
ment.

Inflow and Outflow Cannulae. Inilow and outriow cannu.

!ae are configured ior the Ieit ventricular apex to ascendln~

Jorra connection. The inilow cannula IS dip-cast rrom merrt-

cd grade sdicone rubber. and is a smooth-wailed. ..\lre rem-

iorced conduit [10 mm [d.. = 15 cm long). it IS bonded to J

Wrt”apical tube for penetration oi the iefl ventricle. and heat

iormed to create the desired bend angle. The OUU1OW cJn -

nula is a conventional expanded PTFE iGore-Tex: yart.

External Controller

The controller has three basic iunctlons. First. :t orowdes

pnmarv electncai power and the control signais i~at ener-

~lze the motor stator and varv the motor speed on demand.

second, it provides the purge iluid supplv iunctlons. T’hlrd. i{
chsplavs diagnostic information: electrical power. motor

speed, and purge pressure.

Fiow Visualization Tests
.

Flow wsuahzation techniques are being used to rerme the

IIOW geometrv wlthtn the pump and indow cannula. + !aser-

based particle traclung techruque, termed iiuorescenr Image

tracking veioclmetrv IFITW. is being used to track rne rnottw-r

oi neutrallv buovant, JO pm cfiameter particles ..i lrnlrr Itw

rlow iield.7J .\n argon laser aluminates the seedea .iow Ida

with subsequent image processing prowdme ::ame-bi -

:rame particle locations: summation O; such ;~ccessw~

.______
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‘~,lt-e; , IeICjSJ ~woor mao CI ~ne ,)\eratl :!cm rwid. A :pecml

v\t~:e ,: used, which nas the pumo mdrauhc elements

~lo~ried In J transparent hcwsine, dr:ven tw a ilewble cable.

W-I sump circulates a Mood duid tmaioe contamtng the par-

!I( I~j n a closed loop Jr specliled :iows and pressures. Fig-

ure 3 .s J schematic dlustraucm or iil~ e~oertmentai wr-uD.

mIIJI In ,Iio >rucies IX the A“I-L\ AS conaticieci bv \!m -

:IU5 c. MSljtec/ 01 [!~[j lmplan[JtlOn S !rl CJlies. One 01 - [ials

,ind one of 14 days ciuratwn. The mlmai moaei currenth

uses ;s the adult sheep. Thus far. sheeo implantations have

cormsred or J series or shorr-term IS 1 weekt stud[es. These

!e~tj ire Intended to 1) opumlze the dewy or [he blood

pumD wrd cJnnulJe, 21 demonstrate hemodtnamlc capabll-
Itk IN me lmplantJble svstems, and 3) characterize the lnter-

:ace ‘%tctlon between the AX- L\” W and the host ~na[omv

.lnci oiwwoloqv.

The mrmp IS impl.u-tred thrcrugn J stemotomv procedure.

The ,mlow cannula IS connected rhrou~h ~n JOICJI core

made m the ventricle. The outflow wart ISanas;ornosed In an

enci-ro-$lde fwhion to the aorta. .\t’ter prtming. pump opera-

flon E begun, wrd the implamatmn s[te !s closed. +iter the

.]nlmai recoyers irom anesthesia. It IS piaced In J 5peClJ[[V

desrizwd stall. and thereafter IS Jtfe~aea conrmuauslv bv

merhcA Jnd vetermrv starf. Routine monitoring tnciudes an

~rra~ or parameters rar hematoloqlc. biochemical. hemodv-

n~mlc. .ind pump operating status.

Results

Flow performance. pumps were !f$$iW .n .::0 ,J$.er J

.Clnge or r(mtlng jpeeds Jnd SDeclllea uoerdtlng prejsures.

‘~,oltinwtnc :Iaw rJte wJs memureci .lt e3cn rest conattion,

:nereo$. qeneratlrw J rbw map. Figure 4 C!lspla}s one such
TIarJ :or the IJtest pump blade conrtryratlon using imiine

immd ~j the Iiow mecilum Jt pressures that ranged irom the

Figure 3. Flow wsuallzatlon rest scnematlc

PRESSURE RISE (mmHg)

r60” ..,....---- ......... . ‘%

i PUMP RPM I :
2“ +1 0,500 + 13,000 *It ,500 ,< .,... . . .,

* 12,000 * t2,500 +13,000 .

0 l~,!

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.s 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.s 5.0 5.5 6.0

FLOW RATE (lJmin)

Figure 4. H-Q performancemtegratad pump S/N 003 in bovine
blacd.

r!oy~, zzo mmHg lshut-oti condition) to 40 mmHg at the

low end.

Hemolvsis. Various blade cartiiguratians were tested ior

hemohsls generation using bovine blood. The amount 01

lree hemoglobm liberated within a known volume or clrcu-

Iatmg blood IS determmed for speciiied intervals. The result

is expressed as an average hemalvsis index in grams per dav.

Results ior one continuous test oi the latest blade design me

Ilsted in Table 1. For reference, the Hemopump”s bench

mark level is -$ g/dav. A value lower than 10 g/dav IS the

generallv accepted level ior device related hemolvs[s (Ta-

ble 1).
Endurance Demonstration. An integrated pumD was

placed m a Ilow ioop contamtng normal saline and operated

cont[nuouslv at a iixed speed and pressure (6 L/mm. 100

mmHq ior 91 davs, the intended duration. Purge rlow rate

,vas maintained at an average value oi 20 ml/dav. During the

test. the pump’s operating parameters staved within normal

ranges.

Tabte 1. Axial Blood Pump In Wtro HenWy~ Teat Resutts

Pressure (mmHg) Flow (L/mm) Speed (rtxn) Herrrc4YsIsmmldav)

100 5.0 11.000 .10
120 5.0 12,0Q0 40
140 5.0 13.600 59
100 7.0 12.000 35

.
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<xIAL FLOW L} AS DEVELOPVE%”

;.,)<1 .:->: Inspectmn or the pump i.omponenis wrw.w
‘~.i[ itl~ ne.rrlnq find SeJl surraces e~per[enceci iirrt:al!j :11)

,\e.lr Jno mus were cxpbie or much Iorwer oerrusmn umes.
‘}. ~ l;l~hl .(~n[[lcant rindlne Wds [he pre Sen@ ()! ~orr(J$![Jfl

m .itilmw ~leel components III SIJIIC crmtirct \%ith rtw :a-
;:le o b:~ -I Ij causect hi crewce t ormwm mechamsms ml

- .m .II’:. :P.lrefl result of long-term elrxxure 01 :idlnit!s~
.I,.ISIII).:.,fre. :H(n\e\er. the degree IJI C!xro$ton \\,i> scull
,T,,l! ;h~ :;~mp ‘oukj hc]~~ run ~onsld~r~oil ionger :wrlvt’

.:W [Urcii d?~radah~n WOUkj h~V& ~~’et[rd [) UITlp (J[)e?d[l(ln,

Thlj protm?m is btww corrected b~ $v. [tchm$? Irorn [ne 347

.i.]lni~s! ~idt’1 used in prewus pumps ro :10 AL--l\ i!!(iniurtl

.lilm.

Flow Visualization. These are on-golnq tests. firrd wsults
ire ;)re{lr; narv. The ilow iwld has been maopeff Jt tiwnew
Iu. mon$ .~l[hm the milow cwwnria, at rhe entrance to iil~
wtor. herween adlacent rotor blades. JI :he rotor mlr-stator

wl[rance +ctwm Jnd at the jtator e~[t- E~JnllnJrl~n IJI the

II(PA jtretimilne patterns Sll$gests th~i ih~ hlacie m-wles ire

propem oriented. and that no swjmr!cant Jreas IN recucuta-

(Ion or :e~aratton dmelop during normal operJtlon 01 rhe

;)ump. There does appear to be J reia[lvelv hI@-I ~eioclt~

Impact ma m the pump’s inducer sectmn. imi this IS bwrw

:tuci lea ILirIher.

Implantation Duration. Five sheep hJ\e been Imolanrecl

*.\lrh the *x- LVAS. Implantatmrr times rantwci rmm 12 to 72
hr. AI! cases \vere electively termmated. and the snee~ were

In no apparent discomfort at the tmw tt?t’v were rwied. MI

,ie~ Ice refated problems occurred.

Hematologic, Hemodynamic, and Biochemical Evalua-

tion. We! the mmal posroperatlve perloci. pumu speeds

.\&re man-mined between 10,1-WO mri 12.000 rpm. ?urnn

, IUIp UtSeweeded b L: mm. Leit ventricular decommission

,t,~s ~enrwd bv \ ISUJI inspection beiore chest closure Jncf

‘hereafter bv measurement oi leit atnai pressure. < dimln-
,~ned puI~e pressure was rout!nelv observed In these anl-

rnals Ie <. trom 230 mmHg pre-(mplantatton to 10-20

mmHq a: ‘om > 10.000). Arterial blood gases (pH, pO:. Jnd

:ICO:I senerallv remalrwd within normal Iim[ts. Consistent

wlrh rhe ‘. o.l(rn iindlnes. the electncai power requtred bv

:he s\.Iem 10 generate this performance rar-wed betiveen -

.irlri 11)\\aItj.

Eiectrol\re concentrations, creatmme. BL’\. total protein.

~nd Ii\er enzvmes all remamed ●t ~)~jeilne lpre-lmpLm[a-

rwnl norms Table 2 detads the plasma rree hemouiobm lev-

Table 2. Axial Blood Pump In VhfoHemolysm Test Results

Imolant Time Speed (rpm) Plasma Hemogloom (mg/dl)

Easeme — 2.0
1 hour 11.200 45
8 hours 10.100 d5

12 hours 10.100 70
24 hours 11.200 270
da hours 11.400 275
72 hours 11.400 13.5

pt?nrrwnt. \ Wgnr rtw !n hemoi}sls at 24 hr WJS lolill~~eti h~

J return t(]ward baseline In 3 davs’~iter lmplantJnon (lther

Ixi Ices or bio[)d rneolwv. inclldlrlg Jj} mptotlc ‘-mmdte

\*~wromm) t;kmd \ Isco~Itv. ::lasma ‘. lSCU51t\. Jnc e“’. rhro-

. ‘, :P .v~ldl t.,. Ljld not change :i~nlrlc~ni!v rrom tjre-, m:wlnt,l-

::IIn ~,]iu~>. ~~erdge \.llues ror nematocrit rangect I-f’m 12” J

w 2T”IJ (Table 2).
Necropsv. Fo~al renal emtxm were obsw.tw “r “-e ..r.:

.,s.1~.iwep. Alter rerlnement or rhe design and rai)r”. .T:IJn ( .I

!he ( Jnnulae. no renal or pulmonJrv em boli \\ r”+ mKu-

cwnted. [n w~rml oi[he antmals. ewammatmn or rtTe (.~rrim

,nambers mtiicated lschemic Injurv near the lnserrmn sire or

the lnrlow cJnnula. wrggestl~e oi decompresswrt or .ne ierl

‘.tmtrtcle around the cannulatwn srte. Lung atelec:tisls WAS

documented m one animal. \o remarkable imctmas .\ere

noted ior the liver or other organs. There has been no mdll J-

t:orr oi tissue damage due to excessive device Interra<e tem-

peratures.

W pump riow passages have been round to & sww?.~ilu

iree or celluiar debris. ilicroscopic deposits oi den’, > na~e

ht?en noted Jt Interiace discontmuitles along rhe OIOOCI SI-IJI

.md along the outer edges ot the stator blddes. borh or w nu. h

.ir~ normal imdmgs. Predictable. there has been no irate or

blood elements behtnd the seal.

Conclusions

C)ur results to date with the AX-LVAS support the ~+er-

iiorl that this dewce can meet the essenttal require rne.nrs or J

~hromc &tCSS. Compared wtth existing pulsatde ae~ Ices ,rj

small size and simple nature address the need or ease or

implantation and applicability to a broad patient poDutatmn.

These ieatures also mean sigmiicantlv lower costs. PO[ onh

ror rhe clinlcai product but ior the program that wni be re-

quired to obtain Food and Drug Admrmstration approval or

this CIJSS Ill device. In addition. these features will lower the
risk C)r’development and qualiiicatlon, which wlil atso de-

crease costs.

Test results oi integrated blood pump/motor unm lnd[-

cmed that the iluid supported bearings and seai orfer the

porential ior an exceedingly long operation Iiie tor the

pump. in addition. the basic biocompatibilitv 01 tne \x-

LVAS has been veniied bv both m vitro and in wvo results. To

be Sure. iurther m VIVO testing and in vitro reliabllit~ resting

!Ie ~head to prove the capabilities of the AX-LVAS conciu -

:I\ eiv.

The kev to the life potential of the AX-LVAS is use o] the

active purge iluld to lubricate the seal and bearings. Ob\ I-

OUSIV, this approach complicates the design and use or this

pump compared with one that does not require an external
lubricating iluid. However. the Nimbus/UOP researcn team

r[rmlv believes that this complication can be addressed m

rhe clrmcal setting, as well as m everv dav life sltuanons or

chrome patients. ,% important basis for this beliei :s :he ex-

perience or’ the UOP team m the care oi A4CSS pa:ienrs In

non-hosprtal settings.g

The malor reason to elimmate the purge requirement IS
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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses a technique, and the associated experi-
mental equipment, to visualize and measure flow fields near bioma-
terial surfaces. The technique is called fluorescent image tracking
velocimetry (FITV). It is a multiple exposure, optical imaging
technique to track the motion of small, neutrally-buoyant particles in
a fluid flow field. The particles maybe small enough to follow the fluid
flow and to approach the size of actual blood cells (1-10 microns).

The main advantage of FITV is the ability to measure the motion
of small particles close to — even touching — a biomaterial surface.
The motivation for this study is to achieve mappings of flow fields
close to biomaterial surfaces in a type of artificial heart assist pump,
the Novacor Left Ventricular Assist System (LVAS). Such measure-
ments are critical in the effort to optimize hemodynamic conditions
(e.g., velocities, shear rates, cell residence times) within the LVAS.

1.0 INTRODUCTION
In its recently released report to the National Heart, Lung and

Blood Institute (NH LBI), the Institute of Medicine, through its Council
on Health Care Technology, estimated that between 35,000 and
70,000 Americans annually require either permanent circulator
assist devices or cardiac transplantation [1]. For these patients, the
therapy of choice remains cardiac transplantation. However, the
donor heart supply is severely limited (1,673 cardiac transplants
were performed in the United States in 1989) and is expected to
remain so into the foreseeable future [2]. Thus, development of
circulatory assist devices is critical to the survival of most of these
heart-failure patients.

For the last 25 years, much of the work to develop circulatory
assist devices involved pulsatile pumps that mimic the pumping
action of the natural heart. Impressive progress has been made in
solving the complex problems associated with the safe delivery of
blood to the systemic circulation. In fact, several systems are now
successfully used to support terminal cardiac patients who await
transplantation [3,4]. One such device (Figure1), the Novacor left
ventricular assist system (NLVAS), has been used to support more
than 100 heart-failure patients awaiting transplantation. Periods of
support range from one day to 370 days. Since 1988, the NLVAS
has sustained 27 cardiac transplant candidates at the University of
Pittsburgh’s Presbyterian Hospital. Particularly impressive is the
fact that all of the patients who received a donor heart (18/27) W~’n

discharged from the hospital in good physical condition [5].

In spite of these encouraging clinical results, complex problems
remain to be solved if these devices are to achieve widespread use.
Problems of infection, bleeding, end-organ dysfunction, and
thromboembolism have been reported by the various clinical centers
utilizing these devices [6].

The motivation for this work is to optimize the hemodynamics of
the LVAS and thus minimize the chance of undesirable activation of
the hemostatic system in contact with biomaterial surfaces. This
activation is likely a strong function of patient-dependent factors and
the choice of biomaterials, but fluiddynamic properties of the device
are also important. Although the conditions that cause activation are
not yet well understood, it is believed that high shear rates, areas of
flow stasis and generation of strong recirculation zones are undesir-
able within any blood contacting device. By understanding the flow
characteristics of the LVAS, thisworkwill have immediate benefits for
LVAS patients in that optimum modes of LVAS operation may be
chosen as a function of their hemodynamic status. We have chosen
to study the areas around the prothetic valves in the LVAS in which
flow characteristics are likely to be most critical.
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Figure 1. Anatomical configuration of the NL VAS.
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2.0 APPROACH
To achieve such desired blood flow behavior, it is helpful, if not

essential, 10use advanced flow diagnostic tools. A commonly used
flow diagnostic tool is laser doppler velocimetry (LDV). LDV
provides an instantaneous measurement of velocities at a single
point in a flow field. LDV systems are also welldeveloped and
commercially available.

In the present effort, we are using LDU however, the primary
measurements are done with a technique cafled fluorescent image
tracking velocimetry or FITV. FITV is a particle imaging velocimetry
technique that enables measurements very close to biomaterial
surfaces.

With advances in computer imaging equipment and pulsed
lasers, applications of particle image velocimetry are increasing
rapidly. Another reason for the popularity of particle imaging
velocimetry is its simplicity: a fluid is seeded with particles that follow
the fluid flow -- that is, neutrally-buoyant particles with low Stokes
numbers and sizes much smaller than the length scales of the flow.
A pulsed laser illuminates the seeded flow field at controlled
intervals. The displacement of particles between laser pulses
produces a velocity vector map of a flow field. From this, other
important parameters, such as shear stress and particle residence
time, are attainable.

Although the underlying concept of particle imaging velocimetry
appears to be straightforward, considerable problems still remain.
The main difficulties are in the acquisition of images with good
signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios near flow boundaries and the digital
analysis of images.

There are many variations of particle imaging velocimetry [7]. A
double-pulse technique is known as particle image velocimetry or
PIV. PIV produces a twodimensional velocity map at an instant.
The double-pulse technique has good spatial resolution but derives
only the speed and orientation of velocity vectors —direction (sign)
is unknown. A coded pulse sequence is one way to eliminate
directional ambiguity. However, pulse coding often requires longer
exposures and more pulses. This reduces spatial resolution due to
the increased number and size of particle images. Yet another
particle imaging velocimetry approach uses continuous pulsed
illumination to produce Lagrangian trackings of particles through a
flow field [8,9].

Refractive/reflective Iightscatteringis adequate formostparticle
imaging applications. With enough illumination power, good signal-
to-noise (S/N) ratios between particle images and the background
are achievable. Nearsolidflowboundaries,however, the S/N ratio
may diminish to the point that particle images are undetectable. This
is because scattering (refractive/reflective scattering will simply be
referred to as scattering) from solid flow boundaries is usually much
stronger than from small particles. Even if the refractive indices of
the fluid and flow boundary are matched, impurities in the solid flow
boundary can still generate strong scattering.

Use of fluorescent particles and color filtering is one way to
enhance S/N ratios near flow boundaries. Figure 2 illustrates the

basic concept. A fluorescent-dyed particle is shown near a fluid-
solid interface. A monochromatic light of wavelength Al illuminates
the scene.

When excited with light of an appropriate wavelength, the dye
fluoresces or emits light. An important property of the fluorescent
dye is its Stokes shift — the difference between excitation and
emission wavelengths. Thus, the light from the particle shown in
Figure 2 consists of both scattered light at the excitation wavelength
(Al) and fluoresced light at adifferentwavelength (mean fluorescent
emission, %). The light scattered by the flow boundary in Figure 2
is-at the same wavelength as the excitation light.
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Figure 2. Illustration of fluorescent particle and color
filtering concept for near-wall particle imaging

The S/N ratio is increased dramatically by placing an excitation
filter in front of the camera. The excitation filter occludes the light
scattered by the flow boundary and the particle at ~1 — the camera
sees only the fluorescent light emitted by particles at ~. This has
provided excellent S/N ratios of particles close to biomaterial sur-
faces of the NLVAS.

3.0 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

3.1 FITV SYSTEM
An FITV system consists of the following basic components: a

pulsed excitation source, beam shaping optics, an excitation
occlusion filter, an electronic camera with digital image acquisition
system, and an image processing computer. Figure 3 shows the
components of the USDOES FITV system.

Excitation Light Sources The wavelength of the light source
should be close to the peak excitation wavelength of the fluorescent
dye. The excitation light source must produce pulsed light with
accurate and controllable pulse timing. Continuous emission lasers
with an acousto-optical modulator are ideal. Our experience indi-
cates that at least 1watt of optical power is necessary for FITV. See
Adrian [7] and Shaffer et al. [8] for more information on pulsed light
sources.

For this application, the excitation source is either an argon or a
copper-vapor laser. The argon laser produces up to 5 watts of
continuous tight with the most powerful wavelengths (rim) at 488
(blue) and 514.5 (green). Other less powerful lines are present at
wavelengths from 350 nm to 507.1 nm.

An electronically controlled acousto optic modulator (AOM) pulses
the continllouy beam oflhn argon las~r The AOM transmission riso
t!me Ilml!$ ‘tw A(>M pule~ cntmbditi~~ With a risf? time of loss ttmn

50 ns, th AO!.~PUI<OSc?’] ranqe fro’u continuous transrv,ssion 10
repetitiorl rates 13VOI 1 t.~:1: and pulso durations 10ssthafl a micro
second.
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Figure 3. The USDOEs FITV system used for this application.

The copper-vapor laser is a pulsed laser with pulse durations of
30 ns and repetition rates up to 20 KHz. Pulse energies range from
0.5 to 2 mJ. It produces two primary wavelengths of510.6 and 578.2
nm with a total average optical power of 10 W. Only the 510.6 nm
wavelength is used for this application. The copper-vapor laser is
used only if the required pulse durations become short enough that
the pulse energies from the argon laser drop well below 0.5 mJ.

Beam si?aph?gc@cs The beam shaping optics consist of a
series of cylindrical lens [9,1O]. They transform the circular cross
section of the beam into a rectangular cross section with a large
aspect ratio. This is commonly called a laser sheet.

F/uorescerWJyed Partic/es Fluorescent particles are avail-
able from several commercial manufacturers. Some of the commer-
cial manufacturers are Polyscience, [11], Duke Scientific [12], and
Bangs laboratories [13]. Figure 4shows the excitation and emission
characteristics of a commercial fluorescent particle [12]. The dye in
this particle is suitable for excitation with the green wavelengths of
argon (514.5 nm) and copper-vapor (510.6 nm) lasers. Other
fluorescent-dyed particles are available for excitation with lasers of
different wavelengths.
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Figure 4. Excitation and emission spectra of a conmwr-
ciai fluorescent-dyed particle (Duke Scientific “’red”
fluorescent particies [12]).

Excitation Fiiters The purpose of the excitation filter is tc
occlude the excitation wavelength(s) and pass the fluoresce’
wavelengths. With monochromatic excitation, the ideal filter wil
block only a single wavelength. Three types of filters approact
monochromatic occlusion: thin-film dielectric interference filters
Raman holographic edge (RHE) filters, and colloidal Bragg diffrac
tion filters. The mean occlusion characteristics of the interference
and RHE filters are practically the same [14]. The transmissio~
characteristics of an RHE[15] and a colloidal filter[16] are shown in
Figure 5.

Since the Stokes shiftissignificant (>20nm) formanyfluorescerl
dyes, an edge filter can possibly be used. Edge filters are much less
expensive than the notch filters. Figure 5 also shows the transmis-
sion curve of an inexpensive edge filter [17].
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Figure 5. Exampie transmission spectra for notch and
step fiiters.

/mage acquisition system The camera is a MTI Model 81 tube
camera. The camera scanning parameters are externally controlled
through an ANDROX programmable video controller. An ANDROX
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) digitizes the analog output of the
MTl 81. With this setup, image resolutions from 512x 512 pixels to
2048 x 1800 pixels are attained. The grey-level resolution of each
pixel is 8 bits. The frame rate is variable from 10 frames per second
(2048 x1800 pixel resolution) to 100 frames per second (512x 512
pixel resolution).

/mageprocessingcomputersystem Processing and analysis
of FITV images are done on a SUN 470 workstation equipped with
an ANDROX parallel image processing subsystem. The ANDROX
system accelerates many image processing functions by a factor of
50 or more over the SUN 470 CPU.

Over the past few years development of custom software to
analyze PITV and FITV data has been underway at the DOE. The
interested reader is referred references [18] and [19] for more
information on this software.

3.2 CARDIAC SIMULATION FLOW LOOP
Figure 1 shows the Novacor LVAS in one of two anatomical

configurations. The LVAS is placed extraperitoneally within the
nbdomrn. w;th thr inflow conduit connected to the loft vrmtricular
apQY 1I,n oljtflmw cond,jll rnny h anastomosed to mthw the
3Mon1.~0v .Im.ta {dlc,wr)) O, to the th(rracic aorta Be, JU-Q the
I lJAS IG. ,>1. 0S I!S ,~lflowffom the Ieftventrlcfe. mftnwfatns are t’@ly

.. annblo ffqmw!.,q nn ttw cnn!tactile status of tfle Iuyn-a~IliufIj
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In the immediate post-operative period, the contractility of the
diseased myocardium is additionally depressed by anesthetic
agents. Under these conditions, the ventricle functions almost as
a passive conduit and therefore the LVAS inflow is relatively
constant. However, because the LVAS allows the myocardium to
deliver flow at a greatly reduced afterload, myocardial contractile
function may recover and increase beyond pre-implant values
within a few days, The ventricle then acts as a “priming pump” for
the LVAS, and the inflow to the LVAS becomes markedly pulsatile
with peak flow rates of as much as four to five times greater than the
immediate post-operative values.

For this study it is essential to acquire the FITV images under
representative patient conditions, including varying degrees of
myocardial contractility. For this purpose, an active mock loop has
been designed (Figure 6). Inflow to the LVAS is providedbya servo-
controlled piston pump which is able to produce an arbitrary flow
waveform based on a voltage command. Using a programmable
waveform generator, it is possible to generate LVAS inflow wave-
forms that accurately mimic inflows monitored from patients in the
operating room or intensive-care unit at the University of Pittsburgh
[20].

Flow patterns in the LVAS are also a function of the afterioad
presented to it. The LVAS afterload in this mock loop uses a
calibrated compliance to simulate the systemic vascular compli-
ance and a pneumatic pressure regulator to maintain the mean
arterial pressure within physiological values independent of flow,
just as occurs in the body via the baroreceptorreflex. The mock loop
is instrumented with an ultrasonic transit-time flowmeterand clinical
pressure transducers.

An NLVAS was manufactured from transparent materials to
provide optical access for FITV. A transparent blood analog fluid
which has a viscosity close to that of blood (4 cps) was also used.
The blood analog fluid consists of a solution of 42’% wt. aqueous
spectrophotometric-grade glycerin.

The blood analog fluid was seeded with “red” fluorescent
particles manufactured by Duke Scientific [12]. The particles
consist of polystyrene latex and a proprietary mixture of fluorescent
dyes. They are neutrally buoyant and their size is 30 *2 micron.
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Figure fl Cardiac simulation flow loop.

4.0 RESULTS

4.1 PERFORMANCE OF EXCITATfON FILTERS ‘
Several filters were tested for the present application. These

include an RHE filter [15] and several inexpensive step filters.
Rather than attempting an independent measurement of optical
density, the performance parameter (S/N ratio) pertinent to this
application was measured under typical operating conditions.

The test consisted of measuring the S/N ratios produced with
our FITV system for a fixed, representative scene. The scene was
a pericardial trileaflet valve in its transparent housing filled with
blood analog fluid. The housing, pericardial valve, and blood
analog fluid are the same as used in actual flow measurements.
The only experimental variable was the type of excitation filter
placed in front of the camera lens.

Figure 7 shows apericardialvalve used in the NLVAS. The valve
is constructed of bovine heart tissue formed into three flexible
leaflets that open and close to restrict flow to one direction. Figure
8 shows the pericardial valve in its transparent housing filled with
blood analog fluid.

The valve leaflet material was found to have mild fluorescent
properties. This is undesirable since it increases the background
level. Dying the valve with a black clothing dye practically eliminates
the valve’s fluorescence.

In Figure 9, the same scene as in Figure 8 is illuminated with 1
W/cm2of510.6 nm light from a copper-vapor laser. Figure 10 shows
exactly the same scene as Figure 9 but with an RHE filter in front of
the camera. Fluorescent particles are now noticeable. Some of the
particles are suspended in the fluid while others are adhering to the
surface of the pericardial valve or the walls of the transparent
housing. The particles tended to move slowly due to radiative
heating of the stagnant fluid by the laser light.

In Figure 10, the room lights are on so the valve and transparent
housing are still visible. In Figure 11, the room tights are turned off
so only the light emitted bythefluorescent particfes is seen. Note that
the fluorescent particles were also present in Figures 8-10.

As Figure 11 illustrates, the S/N ratio is excellent — even for
particles adhering to the valve surface and housing walls. Both the
F!HE filter and Hoya O-56 filter produced S/N ratios exceeding the
maximum level detectable with the FITV system used for this
application.

Figure 7 lIIP pericarrfii?l triknfl~t vfilve used In thIY

.



Figure 8. A pericardial vaive in a transparent housing
used for FITV measurements.

Figure 10. Same scene as in Figure 9, except an RHE
fiiter is placed in front of the camera. Room iights
are on so that vaive and housing are visibie.

Figure 9. A copper-vapor iaser illuminates the pericar-
diai vaive with 510.6 nm iight.

...

Figure 11. Same scene as Figure 10 but with room
iights turned off.

4.2 EXAMPLE FITV MEASUREMENTS

The flow conditions for FITV measurements simulated tt,e full
range of clinical conditions obsetved for cardiac transplant patients
at the University of Pittsburgh: pump rates ranged from 60 to 120
beats/minute with fill volumes ranging from 25 to 60 cc [20].

During a cardiac cycle, the FITV system acquires six images at
fixed time separations. For example, if the cardiac cycle duration
were 600 ms, six measurements are made at 100 ms separations.
After digitizing six images into video-RAM, the images are com-
pressed and stored on the SUN 470 hard disk. The acquisition and
storage of six FITV images takes about 20 seconds. For a specific
experimental condition, data is acquired for at least 100 cardiac
cycles.
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f qure 12 shows the location of one of the inflow pericardial vah’:

!!+r!i at 100 ms intervals through a600 mscardiaccycle. The image:
o. Figure 12 are with constant room illumination and 50 ms exposure
umes. For the actual FITV measurements the room lights are off.
l’he AOM delivers a sequence of pulses during each frame. For
these initial measurements, the pulse sequence consists of four
pulses at a fixed frequency. Software is under development at th(’
D(3F that will handle coded Pulse sequences.

Figure 13b. f?xample FITV image near middle of
(!aistole.

r,igure 72. Locatjon of the pericardial W?k? @X (inflow)

Figures 14a and 14b show initial attempts to uisuahze tlw FITV
data extracted frotn Figure 13b. Figure 14ashows a contour map ot
velocity magnitude (speed). The brighter areas represent highet
speeds and the darker areas fewer speeds. Figure 14b shows a
velocity vector map derived from Figure 13b. Arrowheads are not
shown on the velocity vectors since, as explained earlier, uncoded
pulse trains do not determine velocity direction (sign). An inverse-
distance domain interpolation of the randomly located data of Figure
13b produces a uniform grid of property values. Tl]is was necessary
to produce Figures 14a and 14b. Figures 14a and 14b are shown

only as an example of the type of results produced by FITV
mt:asurel’wtlls.
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Figure 14b. A velocity vector map derived from FilV
image shown in Figure 13b.
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DISCLAIMER
Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or
service by trade name, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not neces-
sarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or
favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof.
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